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Effective ways to increase Facebook engagement  for your heating & plumbing business

Let's get started... Facebook can be a real asset to your heating and plumbing business and is proven to
provide a great platform for helping local businesses grow both organically and through paid
advertising. 

Facebook engagement is any action someone takes on your Facebook Page or one of your
posts.The most common examples are likes, comments, and shares, but it can also include
checking in to your location or tagging you in a post. Facebook engagement matters
because it can help extend organic reach. Engagement helps boost your news feed
placement based on the Facebook algorithm.

To support your understanding, I have provided actual examples that I have created for
some of my heating and plumbing clients. 

We try to skip the jargon and break down some of the terminology you may have heard, but
not totally sure what it is. In using this guide you will certainly benefit from the advice given
and although detail is provided, this is not an exhaustive masterplan on everything that goes
on in Facebook. Take what you can from the guide and help improve your heating and
plumbing business.  



Your Facebook audience is not looking for a constant sales pitch, and they are certainly not going to engage with one. Your audience want to
engage with content that will make them smile, make them think, or improve their lives in some way. Here are a couple of examples to get your
started but a content strategy would be great to have, so can have a mix of both. 
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Educate or Entertain

Educate Entertain
When you add value in terms of
information, you are more likely to keep
your audience engaged and more
importantly returning to your page for
more content.

We all like content that will make us
smile. This entertaining content can
expand past heating and plumbing, so
don't feel restricted and use your
creative juices to make your audience
happy to be on your page.



To create the right content to engage with your audience you need to know what you audience likes. It can sometimes be difficult to understand
or accept , but what you like is not always what your audience like,  Within your Facebook business page your have a section on 'insights', that
provides a good array of useful information about your audience. Study this information carefully, and look for any unexpected details that could
help you create a more meaningful connection with fans.
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02 Get to know your audience

You should also be able to gauge what you audience likes by
viewing activity of your post. Post reach is the total number of
people who saw a particular post from your page in their
Facebook news feed.

In the example opposite (taken over a 24 hour period), the post
with the photo's of the team was engaged with much more than
the other topical post. 

Learn from this and create more of the content that your
audience clearly prefer's. 



There is no surprise that according to Facebook, a massive 88% of users browse on their platform using a
mobile device. They also indicate that users are scrolling and absorbing each post content in less than 2
seconds.  
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03 Less is more with post content

What this means is that your content needs to be short & engaging, so
it attracts interest very quickly. It could be an image, video or text and
it can be all 3. 

Make it easy for your audience to absorb the information, like the
example opposite. Key messages are easy to digest without searching
around the post.  

Remember, if you are keen to expand on specific post content, you
can always re-direct this traffic to your website. Ignite interest on
your Facebook page, with limited compelling content that can further
elaborated through your website.



With users moving through social content quickly, there's no time for poor content. Facebook is a
congested platform, so be sure that your content is at least good enough to get your audience excited.
There are plenty of free tools available to improve your content. It is also important to note
that Facebook recommends keeping things simple with a consistent colour scheme and recognisable
images throughout your post activity
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04 Quality is more important than quantity 

Your Facebook content is a representation of your business
and just like any other area of your company, it needs to
attention to achieve your objectives.

If you are using images, try and ensure that they are of
good quality. Most plumbers & engineers are taking photo's
of completed jobs on their phones. If you mobile device has
the option to add flash or change to 4K quality, this is
recommend to make your photo be clear and stand out
within your post. 



Video is no longer just one piece of your overall marketing plan. It's central to your
outreach and campaign efforts, especially your Facebook strategy.

Video marketing for heating and plumbing businesses is key to their digital growth.
Customers want to be both educated and entertained with video serving these
requirements as part of your overall digital marketing strategy.

So, whether it's a Facebook live, instructional YouTube video or an animated video with key
messages. Utilise video marketing to get your heating and plumbing noticed on Facebook.
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05 Use video within your content mix

You can see from the above post, you can achieve significant reach with video . This
video achieved of over 4.7 views, which was fantastic as this was all organic reach
(meaning it was free exposure without the need of paid advertising).

Get creative with your video content,  maybe do a Facebook live doing a boiler swap, film
a customer referral or there is plenty of free vide software that you can really up your
video marketing game.



How do you [complete this action]?
Why do you [like this event or brand]?
Do you agree with [a notable statement, event, person, etc.]?
What’s your favourite [fill in the blank]?

An interesting question is a great way to kick off an active comments on
your Facebook thread. Users are naturally keen to share their answers or
opinions, and the better the question, the more engagement you can build. 

Here are some ideas to get you started.

Maybe open the question, if you are thinking about changing your uniform
and ask your audience for their advice on colour or design. If you've had your
van branded up, share this image and ask for their opinions. Post before and
after shots of your boiler swaps, or if you do bathroom renovations these
always encourage plenty of likes, comments & shares. 
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06 Ask a question

Example above: What is your biscuit of
choice and are you a dunker?



If someone takes the time to comment on one of you posts, make sure to reply. No one likes being ignored, and
your audience who engage with your posts want you to engage in return.
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Reply to your audience 07

To the left you can see some dialogue in relation to the 'biscuit' question
we discussed in point 6. Don't be afraid to add a little humour in your reply,
unless it's a complaint. 

It's always good practice to police your comments, as not every user may
be polite in their comment. If you receive a negative comment about your
heating & plumbing business, and you believe it is genuine then attempt to
take this off line. 

If you use Facebook Messenger for your business, aim to get the Very
Responsive badge. This shows your audience that you respond quickly to
their questions and concerns. 



People who are already interacting with you on other channels are a great source of potential
engagement. Make sure they know where to find you on Facebook.Try adding a link to your Page
on other social networks. Link to Facebook from your website and email signature. 

It's important to check your website has all the relevant Facebook & Facebook feed links set
up correctly. 
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Drive traffic from other sources

 Include a Facebook plugin on your blog to highlight your latest posts, or embed a post directly in a blog post. If
you are blogs are good and you believe may interest other businesses, share the blog with them and include your
own Facebook link. 

Don’t forget about offline materials. Include your Facebook page URL on your business cards, posters at events,
leaflets, flyers or any other promotional items. The example opposite is a leaflet for boiler cover plans with the
Facebook icon visible at the bottom left of the page. 
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09 Post consistently and at the right times

Since the Facebook News Feed is based on an algorithm, your fans (audience) will not necessarily see your content the moment it’s posted. Still,
“when was this posted” is one of the signals for the Facebook algorithm. And Facebook itself says that you’re more likely to see engagement if
you post when your fans are online.

You can learn when your audience is active on
Facebook using Page Insights:

From your Facebook Page, click Insights at the top
of the screen
In the left column, click Posts
Click When Your fans Are Online

The most important thing is to post consistently, so your audiences comes to expect to see content from you regularly. Testing will help you
determine how often you should past to get the best response from fans, but Facebook recommends posting at least two or three times per
week.
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10 Paid advertising to maximise reach

Many heating and plumbing business owners spend thousands each year to build their audience through
Facebook Likes. The logic seems simple - the more likes your business page gets, the more people you’ll be
able to reach. 

The truth is, even if you have accumulated a ton of followers, the number of people who will actually see
your content is much smaller than it appears. Let’s say your heating and plumbing business has 1,000 likes
on your Facebook page. It stands to reason that every time you post content to that page, all 1,000 people
will see it. However, the reality is that each post will only be shown to about 10% (or less) of your
followers.

That's why many heating and plumbing business turn to paid advertising on Facebook, as organic reach
may not be achieving what they want from their business page. You need to think about your objectives
before your commit to paid advertising, otherwise it can be a costly exercise.

We can help you with 'advertising your heating and plumbing business through Facebook', as we have a
comprehensive step by step guide.  
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